ASIA IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
By William H. McNeill
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To be sure. oil and mineral resources across the vast expanse of
Siberia underwem considerable development between the I930s and
I99 l. but Soviet management relied in large part on prison camp
labor; and the political breakup of the USSR in 1991, though
remarkably peaceful. disrupted the supply of compulsory labor.
Alternative forms of labor and management have been slow to
emerge. Soviet planners also coerced the inhabitants of the river valleys and agriculturally-marginal steppe lands of Soviet A:,ia to
enlarge production of wheat and cotton with ·ome success. But eco- WILLIAM H. McNEILL is Professor of History Emeritus at the University of
logical damages anti water shortages have recently reversed that Chicago. Hfs most recent books are The Pursuit of Truth: A Historian's Memoirs
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cy have not yet been overcome.
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